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SRUWLRQ RI ³$VVLJQPHQW  &ORWK  )OXLG
6LPXODWLRQ´ and Ray Tracing with a similar
FRQFHSWRI3KRWRQ0DSSLQJIURP³$VVLJQPHQW
3: Ray Tracing, Radiosity, & Photon
0DSSLQJ´ :H DOVR LQFRUSRUDWHG DQ 2&7UHH
data structure for both simulating and
rendering particles following the model
GHVFULEHG LQ ³6LPXODWLQJ Water and Smoke
ZLWKDQ2FWUHH'DWD6WUXFWXUH´

Abstract
We present a method for simulating and
rendering smoke using an Octree data
structure and Monte Carlo Ray tracing (ray
marching).
1 Introduction
We investigated the technical problem of
simulating and rendering compressible fluid,
in particular smoke. Our project was a twofold plan. We first implemented a three
dimensional particle system to model the
motion of smoke accurately. Second we
UHQGHUHG OLJKW¶V LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK VPRNH VXFK
as the translucency, shadows, and color.

2.1 Fluid Simulation
We kept the concept of representing smoke
as particles in a grid. Simulating the motion of
these particles is usually modeled in a
uniform grid using the Navier-Stokes
equations; however we chose to model the
motion of particles using Octrees as
GHVFULEHG LQ ³6LPXODWLQJ :DWHU DQG 6PRNH
ZLWKDQ2FWUHH'DWD6WUXFWXUH´

Simulating natural phenomena, such as
smoke, is a challenging problem in the
computer graphics field because they contain
complex and turbulent motions along with rich
visual detail. This becomes increasingly
difficult and expensive when interacting with
objects and on high resolution grids.

2.2 Ray Tracing
We decided to expand our Hw 3 ray tracer by
including a ray marcher algorithm. When a
ray is cast through the media, we march
down the ray using equal size steps collecting
particles at each step to calculate the
radiance and scattering at that point.

2 Related Work
Our project cemented its foundation by
merging two previous assignments from the
Advanced Computer Graphics course at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the fluid

3 Technical Details
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In this section we describe the data structures
and algorithms implemented to make this
project possible.

and depth. We use the depth to ensure we do
not subdivide indefinitely. This data structure
contains all the necessary functions to add
and remove particles, merge children, split a
node and create its eight children, and a
cleanup method.

3.1 Data Structures
To lay the framework, we utilized several data
structures from the Advanced Computer
Graphics course assignments, such as Vec3f,
Bounding Box, Edge, Face, Mesh, Ray, and
Ray Tracer. Then we updated these as well
as implemented several data structures to
approach this problem.

3.2 Algorithms
We implemented three main algorithms. The
first generates the scene and places the
particles. The second animates the particles
according to Navier-Stokes equations. And
the third renders the scene to show light
interacting with smoke particles.

3.1.1 Bounding Box
We treat bounding boxes as cells. Each one
contains the u, v, and w face velocities as
well as pressure. The bounding box is the
building block for our entire scene. It creates
the space in which our particles move
around.

3.2.1 Generating the Scene and Particles
Our program reads in two files, a text file
setting up the particle grid and an object file
which creates the meshes (lights, floor, walls,
etc.). The particle file declares a 3-space
coordinate which is the max of the scene. A
bounding box is then created from the origin
to this max point and is the first node of our
Octree and another boundingbox is created
ZKLFK LV VOLJKWO\ ODUJHU NQRZQ DV RXU ³JULG´
and is used to keep particles from leaving our
grid. Next we initialize the particles with a few
set commands from the Fluid Simulation
assignment. Particles can start either
everywhere within the grid or in the bottom
left hand corner (0 <= y <= max_y, 0 <= x <=
max_x). Particles are then generated
according to these parameters specified and
are added to the Octree which then
subdivides accordingly. The Initial velocities
for the grid can be set to either zero or
random with the default set to zero. Lastly,
any specific velocities can be set with a
direction (u,v,w) at a particular position and a
magnitude of the velocity. These velocities
are then set to the cells in the Octree which
contain the position specified.

3.1.2 Octree

  
Figure  1  -‐  Octree  Visualization.

An Octree node is defined by a bounding
box, which provides the overall size, pointers
to each of its eight children, a split center,

3.2.2 Animating the Particles
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The algorithm for animating particles follows
the same general outline as the Fluid
Simulation
assignment.
Our
function,
Animate(), is called in sets of 10 once
animation has been initialized. It computes
the new face velocities, sets the boundary
velocities, updates pressures, copies over the
new face velocities, moves the particles,
reassigns the particles to the Octree, sets
which cells in the Octree are empty, then
draws the scene.

comes into play with each of the values which
need to be discretized to account for the
changes in cell size.
Now that our particles have moved, we need
to reassign them to the Octree. We use yet
another DFS to traverse the tree. At each
node we collect all of the particles and for
each particle, we check if it is in the cell we
are currently looking at. If it is then we move
on, otherwise we remove it from that cell and
add back to the Octree which then filters it
down to the appropriate child cell. Once we
have traversed the entire Octree, we call the
cleanup routine.

The function to compute new velocities
contains the Navier-Stokes equations. We
traverse through the Octree using depth first
search and compute the new u face velocity.
We then traverse the Octree twice more,
once to compute the new v face velocity and
once to compute the new w face velocity.

Our cleanup routine is another DFS but
instead of stopping at nodes, we stop at each
QRGH¶VSDUHQW,IWKHQRGHZHDUHORRking at is
D SDUHQW DQG WKH VXP RI LWV FKLOGUHQ¶V
particles is less than a specified threshold, we
merge the children. Otherwise we explore its
children.

The function SetBoundaryVelocities() simples
sets the grid face velocities to zero.
We update the pressure of each cell by using
a Depth First search of the Octree and
calculating the divergence at each node. The
values are all discretized to account for the
change in size of each cell. This is done by
multiplying the values of cells next to the one
we are currently looking at by the ratio of the
size of our current cell over the size of the
neighbor.

The merge routine is simple. We collect all of
the particles, the face velocities, and
pressures of each child node then add all of it
to the parent and delete the children.
Once the tree has settled, we traverse the
octree once more. If a bottom node has no
SDUWLFOHV ZH VHW WKH FHOO¶V VWDWXV WR HPSW\
otherwise full.

Once all of the values have been updated,
we move each particle. This is done by
another DFS through the Octree. At each
node, we collect all of the particles then
calculate the interpolated velocity at the
SDUWLFOH¶V SRVLWLRQ DQG DGG LW WR WKH SRVLWLRQ
times the timestep.

Now that the Octree has been taken care of,
we pass the information to our rendering
functions. These functions setup the
appropriate VBOs to render the particles,
octree, and scene.

We get the interpolated velocity by looking at
the cell which contains the point passed to us
and the appropriate neighbors. We determine
the neighbors in the same fashion as in the
Fluid Simulation assignment. The difference
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is straightforward to include surface
scattering and anisotropic phase functions.
The first step of our algorithm is ray
marching. This is needed to be able to
calculate the radiance in the media. The
second part of the algorithm is efficiently
calculating the radiance with single scattering
and multiple scattering. In this paper we are
only going to talk about single scattering.
3.2.1 Pre -Computation:
Before the scene is rendered, we go through
all the Octree pre-calculating the radiance
and transmittance of each bounding box with
respect to the light source for future use in
our inScattering calculation.

  
Figure   2   -‐   Octree   Visualization   with   Face   velocities   after  
initialization.

3.2.2 Ray Marching:

  
Figure   3   -‐   Octree   and   Particle   Visualization   after   several  
time  steps.

Ray marching consists of stepping through
the ray calculating the radiance at each point.
Before we start starting ray marching, we
send a ray to the scene to see if we hit
anything. If an object is hit, the first hit
SRVLWLRQ DQG WKH UD\¶V RULJLQ DUH VWRred to
calculate the distance we are about to march.
With the distance calculated, the step size
can be computed. Usually the step size is

3.2.3 Rendering the Scene
Rendering participating media, in this case
smoke, is complex thanks to the amount of
detail that needs to be taking into account.
For this paper we used the Monte Carlo ray
tracing approach. Even though it suffers from
noise and is very computationally intensive, it
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calculating by dividing the total distance by
the number of steps you want to do. This is
not the only way to do it; you can have a
random step size or a fit step size and
random number of steps too. In this paper
we are going to emphasize on equal step
sized down the ray. After testing the three
methods and getting similar results, we
realized that equal steps size worked better
for our particle gathering section.

Maria  Montenegro  

coefficient and Li is the inScattering radiance
at that point.
When solving for L(x,w), we first find the
transmittance at point x (point where we are
in the ray), which is basically a fraction of light
transported a certain distance down the ray.

We
combined
our
ray
marching
implementation with a type of photon
mapping, but instead of collecting photons we
collect particles. We also set a required
number of particles that have to be collected
at each step to compute the radiance. When
marching down the ray, we use a cylinder to
represent the size of the volume we are
marching down. The cylinder has a fixed
width (our step size) and a random radius
that will vary depending how many particles
we need to collect. At each step, we gather
the particles that are inside our cylinder with
the use of our OCTree. If the number of
particles that we need to gather is not
matched, we increase the size of our radius
and repeat until we have collected the
necessary amount of particles inside of our
cylinder. Once we have the right amount, we
start calculating the radiance.

Once we have T, we solve the inscattering
radiance. The inscattering radiance is the
sum of the single scattering and the multiple
scattering. In this paper we only solve for the
single scattering equation where p is the
phase function, Lr is the reduced radiance, V
is the visible function and H is the geometry
term.

3.2.2 Calculating the Radiance and Single
Scattering:
In this paper we assumed our media was
isotropic, making our phase function a
FRQVWDQWRIS ʌ
Given that we are ray marching down the ray,
we use the Monte Carlo equation to solve for
the integration. For this we need to compute
the probability of distribution function (pdf)
and cycle through every face in the scene to
be able to calculate our variables.

To calculate the radiance at a point in the ray,
we use the Radiative Transport Equation,
where L is the radiance arriving at that point
with direction w, s is depth of the media
where we are (our step down the ray), T is
the transmittance , sigma_s is the scattering
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After cycling for every face, we also compute
internal scattering created by the light source
inside the media. To calculate it we march
from the point we are at towards the light,
until we are out of the media. At each step,
we calculate the transmittance at that point.
Once we are out, we multiply the new
transmittance by the light source and add this
internal scattering to our Ls.
Figure  4:Smoke  with  Single  Scattering

3.2 Core Features
The core features of our project are the
accurate simulation of compressible particles
and the rendering of smoke particles. Our
main contribution to the simulation, and most
difficult
aspect,
was
the
Octree
implementation.

To accommodate for the particle gathering
and radius increase, we cycle through all the
particles
collected,
gathering
there
transmittance and radiance with the use of
the pre-computed information. At this stage
we apply a Gaussian blur filter. Then we
divided by the density of the cylinder and add
it to our final radiance.

3.3 Challenges
We faced many challenges along the way.
Implementing the Octree with all of the proper
methods needed for an accurate ray tracer as
well rendering smoke in general proved to be
quite challenging.

Once we are done ray marching, we multiple
our final L by the width of the step to account
for the march and add it to the pixel color.

3.3.1 Able to Overcome
One major challenge was implementing an
Octree that constantly adapts. Creating the
initial Octree was simple, requiring only the
abilities to both add a particle and split a cell.
Once particles began moving it became
apparent that we needed to consider merging
children which required the ability to remove
particles. Merging children was a challenge
and led to many memory leaks since we deal
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with pointers. The most difficult portion was
solving the Navier-Stokes equations with
varying sizes of cells. Discretizing each cell
by multiplying the neighbor the size of the
original cell divided by the size of the
neighboring cell solved the issues with getting
the interpolated velocities as well as
computing the new Velocity.
3.3.2 Failed to Overcome
The Octree failed in two aspects, calculating
pressure and removing sinks/sources.
Discretizing worked for both computing the
new velocity as well as the interpolated
velocity but the pressure still has a tendency
to explode after several steps. Particles also
have a tendency to sink to one of the corners
of the box after many time steps.

  
Figure  6:  Smoke  with  Incorrect  Scattering

4. Results
Given the challenges and setbacks
encountered, overall we were satisfied with
the results. Figures 5 through 8 show a
progression of our renderings.

  
Figure  7  -‐  Smoke  in  Cornell  Box,  incomplete  scattering

  
Figure  5:  First  Smoke  Renderings  (1)
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In this paper, we modeled small scale smoke
scenes. However, we only implemented
single scattering and would like to extend this
application to include multi-scattering and fix
the lingering bugs with the Navier-Stokes
equations.
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Figure  8:  smoke  with  no  scattering

  
Figure  9:  Smoke  with  Scattering  in  room  full  of  smoke

4.1 Who did what?
Ed implemented the octree data structure and
the simulation of smoke particles and
assisted with debugging for the rendering.
Maria implemented the Monte Carlo Ray
Tracing, ray marching, and rendering the
smoke.
5. Conclusions
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7. APPENDIX A: Code
For complete code, please visit our public
repository on github at:
https://bergermeister@github.com/bergermei
ster/Smoke-Simulation.git
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